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Abstract The objectives included examining the mediation role of growth mindset as the causal model of the factors affecting mathematics learning outcomes of 514 ninth grade students who were measured by the national standardized scores rubric. Two models with a relationship structure of two different variables were compared: (model A) the model without a growth mindset; and the growth mindset as the mediating variable as (model B). The research tools comprised of 1) Questionnaires on factors of Growth Mindset, Achievement Motivation, Attitude towards Mathematics, Mathematical Self-Efficacy, Background Knowledge, and Mathematical Achievement with a five-point Likert scale pattern, and 2) Mathematics Aptitude test. The obtained data was analyzed by Path and Mediation analysis with Mplus 7.4 program. It was concluded that the model with a Growth Mindset as a mediating variable between factors and mathematics grades was most consistent with empirical data. The background knowledge had the highest indirect and total effect, while mathematical aptitude had the most direct effect on mathematics learning outcomes. Additionally, the growth mindset was statistically significant and had a positive direct effect on mathematics learning outcomes. All factors in the model were jointly able to explain the variance in mathematics learning outcomes by 82.90%. It also revealed that growth mindset played a role as a partial mediation in achievement motivation, mathematics background knowledge and particularly in mathematics aptitude. Therefore, the growth mindset did not only influence Mathematics learning outcomes but it also had the positive relationship linking to each key factors that helped promote students to have better performance.
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1. Introduction

The ability to learn mathematics involves many important factors. Each part can explain academic success in different contexts [1, 2]. Even though the findings of past research have revealed more prominent key variables with more limitations, the correlation structure between complex variables still has difficulty for understanding.

In recent years, a growth mindset has gained attention to the study of individual success predictions [3, 4] and found that not only are the key factors affecting effective learning of mathematics but also interacting with some factors that influence mathematics learning in the mediation effect [5, 6]. However, these findings have a lack of linkage between how the growth mindset influences in the same effect as variables that often influence mathematical learning results. This will lead to knowledge boundary expansion
and increase knowledge clarity for the development of learning management continuing support for students both inside and outside the classroom.

1.1. Factors Affecting Mathematics Achievement of Students

Many researchers introduce research findings on various factors that influence mathematic achievement. Even though there is the clarification of the mathematical learning results in different contexts, most of the research findings showed five key factors explaining the ability to learn mathematics within the learners as:

Background Knowledge is a concept arising from individual experiences which applied for understanding each content with memory usage or recalling the knowledge. It can lead to understanding other related contents. It helps in using the abilities of complex content and visual information processes with ease, especially learning mathematics (7). Background Knowledge frequently performs a powerful influence on mathematics learning in a longitudinal study and shows an important role in learning ability. Several past studies have described the influence of the ability to apply previous knowledge to learn new content, such as Froiland and Davison [8], who found that mathematics achievement of the 9th-grade students had a positive influence on mathematics achievement of 12th-grade students. Putwain et al. [9] discovered that mathematics achievement for 9th-grade students had a positive influence on mathematics achievement of 12th-grade students. Moreover, Prast et al. [10] revealed that the 1st mathematics achievement scores had a positive influence on the 3rd mathematics achievement of the 2nd to 6th-grade students in all skill levels (low, average, high), like Putwain et al. [9] indicated that the 1st mathematics achievement scores had a positive influence on the 5th mathematics achievement of the 6th to 9th-grade students. They noted that when using factors of background knowledge into groups of independent variables for mathematics learning achievement prediction, it cannot use only to predict at a good level. It also interacts with other independent variables, and then influences mathematics achievements, such as achievement motivation [8], self-efficacy [10, 11], and academic aptitude [12], etc.

Achievement motivation is a name for calling a modern psychology group that describes the ability to focus on one's success (13). Learning psychologists say that achievement motivation is a good predictor in describing students' learning. It explains that achievement motivation is a need for achievement or achievement, and fear of failure (14, 15, 16). Learners with achievement motivation will have goal-oriented work power including maintaining the action level to achieve desired goals consistently (17). Therefore, encouraging learners to strengthen achievement motivation in learning together with effective teaching will lead to more expected outcomes than developing learners with a low level of achievement motivation. According to the previous research data, Sripada et al. [18], Pitsia et al. [19], Froiland and Davison [8], found that achievement motivation is a crucial factor that can explain the development of mathematics achievement among high school students for both short and long term. It is consistent with Rhew et al. [6], who revealed that motivation influences the achievement of high school students. Moreover, Damrongpanit [20] found that achievement motivation is not only a factor influencing mathematics achievement but also interacts with attitude toward mathematics of the 9th-grade students as mediator and Dinkelmann and Buff [1] discovered that achievement motivation interacting with competence belief jointly affects the mathematics achievement of students aged 7-13.

Attitude toward Mathematics is a fundamental factor in explaining the likelihood of various behaviors for each individual. As in theory, an attitude refers to personal interests that is the desire to know, like, wait, or be involved in something. Attitude comprises of three important components as belief, pleasant feeling, and impressive experience (21). Consequently, instructional management can stimulate the students to have belief, good feeling, and have an impressive experience with learning leading to cooperation and instructional achievement (22, 23, 24). As a result, researchers often consider an attitude toward mathematics as a predictor of ongoing academic success (25). The recent findings by Damrongpanit [20] showed that when teachers provide quality of learning experiences for good learners, namely 1) planning and preparing instruction, 2) promoting the environment and enhancing good relationship, 3) applying teaching strategies based on learners' experience, 4) apply appropriate media, technology for learning content and goals, and 5) use of the measurement and evaluation of learning to improve learners, good instructional management does not affect only mathematics achievement of the 9th-grade students, it also affects attitude toward mathematics, achievement motivation, and mathematics self-efficacy before affecting mathematics achievement. The mentioned factors can explain the variance of the mathematics achievement of students to 60.5%. The findings have consistency with Pitsia et al. [19] that the relationship of all three factors affected mathematics achievement. For this reason, researchers in many disciplines consider applying an attitude to explain the effects on the learners in various knowledge and desirable behaviors for science reading (25), and perception of creative reading (26) and digital technology (27), etc.

Self-efficacy refers to beliefs about one's own ability to cope or deal with problems through the adaptation of cognitive strategies and self-regulation (28). It is a part of personal awareness of the special ability to make estimates about managing things with effective accomplishment (29, 15). It can be expressed as the behavioral observations of
the involvement of the learning effort in thinking, hard working, and patience to achieve results from your best efforts [28, 30]. For this reason, many scholars have said that self-efficacy is one of the best predictive factors for learning outcomes [31, 32]. The previous research results confirmed the causal relationship of self-efficacy towards mathematics achievement supported by Mundia, and Metussin [33], Pitsia et al. [19], who revealed that self-efficacy had an influence on mathematics achievement in the 7th grade and the 9th-grade students. Significantly, self-efficacy does not only have a direct influence with the confirmation of Mundia, and Metussin [33], Prast et al. [10], Tosco et al. [34], Rastegar et al. [35] and Haboka et al. [36], presented that self-efficacy plays a role as a mediator between the causal variables which affect the learning achievement, for example, the basic knowledge on mathematics achievement, an environment affecting mathematics learning results or interests in mathematics influencing mathematics learning results, etc.

Mathematics Aptitude is the ability or individual expertise about a particular subject that occurred after learning content from both formal and informal processes with the specified time frame. Students need to apply innate personal abilities to cope with learning situations [15]. It helps to explore learning to be easy and accomplished [12]. Mostly, aptitude has a positive relationship with motivation because when people do what they are good at, it inevitably causes the result with the desired direction [34]. Based on the research review, it was found that the researchers considered using aptitude as a predictive variable in mathematics achievement rather limited when comparing to other factors. However, research with explicit explanation on the role of aptitude are found, for example, Kriegbaum et al. [12] conducted a longitudinal study as the 4 waves between aptitude, motivation, and mathematics achievement of the 7th grade students in order to consider the reciprocal effects of these three variables, aptitude, motivation, and mathematics. Each factor had a significant positive influence on each other with the statistical significance for the last measurement scores.

1.2. Growth Mindset

The implicit theories defining to describe beliefs about individual success are divided into 2 theories Incremental Theory; the basis of the belief with individual intelligence and abilities through sufficient effort. In other words, it can be called a growth mindset, while Entity Theory believes that individual intelligence and abilities transfer to an individual and cannot change. We also know it as a fixed mindset [37, 38]. People with the growth mindset belief tend to have the learning flexibility, set clear goals, have a powerful motivation in learning, and explore ways to develop oneself. They do not have a fear of obstacles and failures in order to be proficient enough to achieve the success goals they set. On the other hand, fixed mindset believers tend to lack motivation for self-development and they tend to set performance goals by avoiding situations, encountering failures, and choosing situations appropriate for abilities and aptitude [39, 40]. Scholars and researchers have attempted to clarify the link between the different beliefs of the mindset and the learning outcomes from the 1980s to the present. A growth mindset is a trait that promotes self-development in many aspects: cognitive, emotional, and behavioral engagement [41].

Referring to the cognitive domain, the significant findings revealed that growth mindset has the causal relationship with various learning outcomes, such as mathematics, science [42, 38, 4, 43], reading and writing abilities [41, 44], statistics [45], and pharmacy [46] by being able to develop the growth mindset of students with feedback provision [47, 44], educational game application [48, 49], and workshop application [50]. Furthermore, Liu et al. [51] found that the growth mindset is the most important factor in studying the students' academic performance.

As the aspect of emotional and behavioral engagement, it is the issue that has been extensively researched by Huang et al. [4] and Jach et al. [52]. They found that the growth mindset resulted in junior high school students to be interested in learning mathematics, leading to self-esteem, mathematics self-regulation. Later, it helps the students to relieve anxiety in mathematical learning. In addition, Mrazek et al. [53] Puente-Díaz and Cavazos-Arroyo [5] and McClendon [47] found out that the students with a growth mindset have not only the concise grit and self-regulation, but they also have a tendency to show good academic performance as lifelong learning, and have lower fatigue than fix mindset students, while Burgoyne et al. [54] Ng [55] and Rhew et al. [6] showed that the growth mindset correlated with grit affects locus of control and motivation of students.

Moreover, interesting findings revealed that learners with growth mindset play an important role in developing good citizenship by Waithaka et al. [56], Cooley and Larson [46], Nolder and Kadous [57], and Zander et al. [58] pointed out that students with a growth mindset have a clear tendency towards learning attitude, appreciation of learning, and happiness in various learning. Caniëls et al. [59], and Han et al. [39] revealed that a growth mindset has a tendency to stimulate the students with an awareness of maintaining public interest, having a public mind, and being volunteer activities for society. Besides, Jenkins et al. [60], Hermes and Rimanoczy [61] stated that the students with the growth mindset often have leadership qualities.

1.3. Mediating Effect of Growth Mindset

In the term of a mediator or mediating variable means three variables intervening in a causal relationship between an independent variable and a dependent variable. It affects the influence of the independent variable on the dependent variable [62, 63]. It is applied to describe the relationship of the growth mindset as a mediator in the past 2010s. The findings make it possible to believe that a growth mindset
has become one of the key factors affecting academic outcomes, behavioral expression, and contributes to explaining the causal relationship of other factors. Previous studies conducted by Cho et al. [41] showed that a growth mindset influences the mediators as cognitive, behavioral, and emotional engagement to reading comprehension, and the most are emotional influence, while fixed mindset has a negative influence on the reading comprehension of undergraduate students. According to Zander et al. [58], they found that self-efficacy influences the academic support network, with growth mindset acting as a mediator among college students, while Wang et al. [64] indicated that growth mindset acted as a mediator between the brain mechanisms towards grit of late adolescents. Moreover, Haimovitz et al. [65] also revealed that intrinsic motivation for self-development, achievement-ability is a mediator between entity theory of Intelligence on students’ status as a decliner or maintainer of the 3rd to 8th-grade students.

Referring to the nonacademic character, Orvidas et al. [66] pointed out that growth mindset influences the increased frequency of exercise and transmits influence through appreciation of exercise and perceptions of exercise among undergraduates. In addition, Tang et al. [67] revealed that the characteristics of college students in German and Poland who are aware of social coherence (called Horizontal) tend to be a mediator on growth mindset. However, when the students with the characteristics of independent tendency pay attention to oneself and family (called Vertical) is likely to be a mediator on fixed mindset. Yeager and Dweck [40] explained that according to the conflict between friends, growth mindset people have the opportunity to handle and manage the situations with great flexibility, as a result the problems can be resolved.

Although there is evidence that growth mindset is a significant factor for mathematical achievement and has a role as a mediator for the desired cognitive and behavioral outcomes of students, it still lacks sufficient knowledge to prove and provide details about the mediating effect of the growth mindset, together with a group of variables. This group can clearly explain the variance of previously studied mathematical achievement. The researcher has the research question that how the growth mindset plays a role as a mediator in the causal’s structure relationship between the factors’ group influencing mathematics achievement and which of the causal factors have a common influence on mathematical achievement.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Research Goal

The goal of this research is a study of change in the model analysis of factors that influence mathematics achievement between a model without a growth mindset (Model A) and a growth mindset as a mediator (Model B).

However, the specified Model A relies on five cause variables including background knowledge (BACKG), attitude toward mathematics, mathematics self-efficacy, achievement motivation, and mathematics aptitude. It is believed that 1) achievement motivation (ACMOT) is influenced by mathematics aptitude, mathematics self-efficacy, attitude toward mathematics and background knowledge, 2) mathematics aptitude (MAPT) is influenced by mathematics self-efficacy, attitude toward mathematics, background knowledge, 3) mathematics self-efficacy (MEFF) is influenced by attitude toward mathematics and background knowledge, and 4) attitude toward mathematics (ATTIT) is influenced by background knowledge. As Model B, the structure is the same, but increasing the growth mindset (GROWTH) is influenced by all 5 cause variables and has a direct effect on mathematical achievement at the same time. Since various studies have shown that students with growth mindset tend to have better results than students with fix mindset, so the researcher used growth mindset scores of all subjects for the analysis of the influence without using fix mindset scores to participate in the analysis in Model B. Details of the Model A and Model B hypotheses are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2.
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2.2. Sample and Data Collection

The research sample was 514 students, classified into 142 males (27.60%) and 372 females (72.40%) based on authentic gender proportion of population in the area,
obtained from multistage random sampling from 6,989 of 9th grade students in schools under the Secondary Educational Service Area Office 34, covering 76 schools. The important reason of determining samples as the 9th grade students is for clarifying the influence of independent variables on mathematics learning outcomes in a population with significant learning differences in Thailand. The sample was set at 10 times on the number of parameters in the hypothesis model (68), which has 31 values. Therefore, there should be a minimum sample number of 310 persons after data collection compiled with information raised for the classroom. It was found that data obtained from students had more than the minimum estimate. The sample consisted of 53 students in small size schools, 191 students in medium size schools, 94 students in large size schools, and 176 students in large special schools, respectively.

Research tools included: 1) Growth Mindset (GROWTH) which refers to beliefs in one's characteristics and others that can be developed or changed in terms of intelligence, personality, and characteristics in the desired direction with sufficient effort. It can be measured by 10 questions with 4 rating scales and it is interpreted with the tool of Diehl (69) which is adapted from Dweck (70). There are 2 aspects in 7 questions for ability (for example, I can change my intelligence, If I work hard enough for something, it will be better) and 3 questions for personality-character aspects (such as Regardless of who we were in the past, we will always be able to change, I can change my original self). The discrimination index was between 0.304 to 0.606 and the reliability was 0.783. 2) Achievement Motivation (ACMOT) means the desire to achieve or to succeed, not to discourage because of obstacles, and dare to face challenging problems. There were 15 questions for 5 rating scales (for example, I have never given up my intention when I decided what my goals were or I was happy to ask teachers to ask for errors and know the correct solution from the teachers. The discrimination index was between 0.350 to 0.694 and the reliability was 0.703. 3) Attitude toward Mathematics (ATTIT) means the feelings and behavior of students that recognize the benefits and values of learning mathematics, have an awareness and love for learning and behaviors in response to mathematical learning all the time. It can be measured by 10 questions with 5 rating scales (for example, I think math learning can be useful in everyday life or I have a lot of preparation for studying when studying mathematics). The discrimination index was between 0.448 to 0.740 and the reliability was 0.713. 4) Mathematics Self-efficacy (MEFF) refers to beliefs in one's own ability to succeed in learning and solving problems in mathematics. It can be measured by 15 questions with 5 rating scales (For example, I can always solve math-related problems or I often get scores in mathematics according to my set goals). The discrimination index was between 0.315 to 0.618 and the reliability was 0.656. 5) Background Knowledge (BACKG) is information, knowledge, understanding as well as experience gained from learning in mathematics. In this research, the data was collected from the mathematics grade point average (GPA) of the students when they studied in the 9th -8th grade, 6) Mathematics Achievement (MATH) is the result of the mathematics exam (Mathematics Ordinary National Education Test) of every 9th grade student in Thailand. The test is conducted every year with a full score of 100 points. In this research, the MATH examination data were collected from the sample group from the score form which was notified back to students and schools, and 7) Mathematics Aptitude (MAPT) means competency or proficiency in numerical, reasoning, verbal and relational dimensions. It can be measured from 40 questions with 4 choices tests. The difficulty index was between 0.190 to 0.810, the discrimination index was between 0.250 to 0.850 and the reliability (KR20) was 0.890.

All 50 questions (collecting variable data from 1) to 6) were collected in a set of questionnaires, then the students answered without the time limitation, and a set of Scholastic Aptitude Test (90 minutes testing), tested within 2 weeks. The samples were provided the questionnaire's information, and spent 2 months for collection. There were 533 questionnaires received (return rate was at 91.11%); however, after checking the completeness and sincerity in the response, there were 514 questionnaires that could be the data for the research.

2.3. Analyzing of Data

The data were analyzed by descriptive statistics in order to study sociodemographic variables, and to consider the distribution of data for each variable, both skewness (sk) and kurtosis (kur), which should be valued between ±2. Therefore, the inference showed that it has normality distribution (71) and correlation analysis. For assessing the degree of relationship between variables in a data set for determining multicollinearity problem together with consideration the variance inflation factor (VIF) should be no more than 10 and the tolerance statistics should be greater than 0.10 (72). Then, proceed with the analysis of the data in response to the research objectives, starting with step 1, the analysis to check the validity of the model factors influencing MATH without growth mindset in the model (called Model A), step 2, analysis to verify the validity of the model factors that influence MATH, with GROWTH in the model as a mediator (called Model B), the criterion for the consistency of the two hypothesis models with the empirical data was determined by the proportion of Chi-square value per degree of freedom (df), which should not be greater than 5 (73). Comparative Fit Index (CFI) and Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI) should be greater than 0.900, Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) should be less than 0.06 (74, 75) using estimator as Maximum likelihood and also using 95% bias-corrected bootstrap confidence interval based on 5,000 samples to analyze total effect, conditional indirect, and direct effect,
step 3, mediation analysis to consider interaction with 3 independent variables in conjunction with GROWTH in each path as path 1 (P1): the mediating effect of growth mindset between ACMOT on MATH, path 2 (P2): the mediating effect of growth mindset between MAPT on MATH, and path 3 (P3): the mediating effect of growth mindset between BACKG on MATH. The main principle in the analysis was applied from the simple mediation analysis. The consideration took place based on the change of direct effect of the independent variable (X) towards the dependent variable (Y) led to the effect one between before and after increasing mediator (Z) to analysis. Consequently, the independent variable (X) affecting mediator (Z) led to the effect on a linked to a mediator (Z) which influenced the dependent variable (Y) and gained the effect of b. If it was found that the direct influence between before (c) and after (c') increased, the mediator was decreased and not statistically significant. It showed that the growth mindset played a role of completely or full mediation. There was also a statistically significant decrease in straightness, indicating that growth mindset played a role in partial mediator [76, 77, 78, 63] by the analysis of the path analysis using Mplus 7.4.

3. Findings /Results

3.1. Descriptive Statistics and Correlation Analysis

The preliminary data found that the sample group of 514 students could be classified into 381 growth mindset students and 133 fix mindset students. It shows the details of the descriptive statistics of variables between the two groups in Appendix 1. The distribution of data has a normal curve. Each variable has a Sk value between -0.469 to 0.792 and a Kur value between -0.333 to -0.037 which is at both acceptable levels. Besides, 21 values of Pearson’s r in the correlation coefficient matrix represent values between 0.354 to 0.852 and there is a statistically significant difference at the level of 0.01 in every detail as in the table. As the overall value, these values are at the medium to high level of relationship between variables. Moreover, the tolerance index is between 0.360 to 0.653 and the VIF is between 1.532 to 2.775, which shows that the variables in the model are unlikely to cause multicollinearity problems.

3.2. Model Fit Information

The path analysis results between Model A and Model B are shown in Table 1. It is found that Model A shows the consistency index and empirical data. The index value is equal to $\chi^2$=4.086, df=2, p-value=0.129, RMSEA=0.045, CFI=0.999, TLI=0.993. All effects in the model are significantly different from zero in the positive direction at the level of 0.05 and it can describe the variance of MATH in Model A as 79.9%. In the other hand, Model B consists of $\chi^2$=0.049, df=2, p-value=0.976, RMSEA=0.000, CFI=1.000, TLI=1.008. All effects in the model are significantly different from zero in the positive direction at the level of 0.05, except for the direct effect of ATTIT on the growth mindset. It can be explained that the variance of MATH in Model B was as 82.90%, indicating that Model B was able to describe the relational structure of variables, or was more consistent with empirical data than Model A. Both models had differences into two parts: 1) the result of estimation of the direct effect of independent variables on MATH which is different as a result of the increase of mediator via growth mindset, and 2) there is the result of estimation of the direct effect of each variable on growth mindset. Therefore, it will interpret the factors that have effects on MATH from Model B because it is the model that is in harmony with the best empirical data and has the variables based on the conceptual framework completely.

As for the estimation of effects, it is found that the effect of Model A differs from the effect of Model B, only the direct effect of the factors that affect MATH, but the effect of the factors that influence the ACMOT, ATTIT, MEFF, and MAPT, including the R-square, is equal in all respects.

From Model B, the variables with the most direct effect on MATH is MAPT $\beta$=0.504**, followed by the GROWTH $\beta$=0.259**, BACKG $\beta$=0.218**, and ACMOT $\beta$=0.085**, respectively. The variables with the indirect effect on MATH the most are BACKG $\beta$=0.447**, ATTIT $\beta$=0.361**, MEFF $\beta$=0.309**, respectively. The variables with the total effects on MATH the most are BACKG $\beta$=0.447**, MEFF $\beta$=0.616**, and ATTIT $\beta$=0.361**, respectively. Moreover, it is found that most of the factors deliver the direct effects GROWTH and MAPT is the factor having the effects GROWTH the most $\beta$=0.367**, followed by MEFF $\beta$=0.211** and ACMOT $\beta$=0.131**, respectively. Only ATTIT is not statistically significant.

According to the relationship between the important predictor variables revealed that ATTIT has the most effect on ACMOT and MEFF $\beta$=0.426 * and 0.570**. BACKG has a positive effect on ATTIT $\beta$=0.354** and MAPT has an effect on MEFF the most $\beta$=0.355**. Details of the effects between the variables are shown in Table 2 and Figure 3.

3.3. Mediation Role of Growth Mindset

The analysis results of Model B's growth mindset which was separately analyzed each path found that the model's consistency index and the empirical data are less than the results of the Model B analysis. The mediation effect analysis of the P2 path, with MAPT as independent variable was the model that had the best consistency index with the empirical data. The values are $\chi^2$ df=7765, p-value=0.000, RMSEA=0.115, CFI/TLI=0.999/0.946. It shows that the use of all three independent variables to explain GROWTH variance has more effect on the harmonization of the model of the hypothesis with empirical data than using only one independent variable.
Moreover, to consider the analysis of the mediating effect of GROWTH in each path, it revealed that 1) P1 Path considered ACMOT towards MATH through GROWTH and had the effect values as path a=-0.271 and c=-0.089. c value decreases from c in Model A (c=-0.154.0.089) as 0.065 and has the indirect effect value as 0.071 (a-b-0.264-0.271-0.071) (as in Figure 3A); 2) P2 path considers MAPT on MATH through GROWTH and gain the effect value as path a=-0.459, b=-0.261 and c=-0.508. c value changes to decrease from c in Model A equal to 0.109 and has the indirect effects as 0.120 (as in Figure 3B); and 3) P3 path determines BACKG towards MATH through GROWTH to obtain path effect as a=-0.292, b=-0.266 and c=-0.224 where c decreased from c in model A of 0.040 and was charged with the indirect effect of 0.078 (as in Figure 3C). Therefore, it can be concluded that GROWTH has reduced direct effect and is still statistically significant at the level of 0.01 so that it has partial mediation in the model as detailed in Table 3 and Figure 3.

### Table 1. Descriptive statistics and correlation matrix of all variables (n=514)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>MATH</th>
<th>MAPT</th>
<th>MEFF</th>
<th>ACMOT</th>
<th>ATTIT</th>
<th>BACKG</th>
<th>GROWTH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MATH</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAPT</td>
<td>0.852</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEFF</td>
<td>0.637</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACMOT</td>
<td>0.636</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTIT</td>
<td>0.553</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACKG</td>
<td>0.665</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROWTH</td>
<td>0.774</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: MATH=Mathematics Achievement, MAPT=Mathematics Aptitude, MEFF=Mathematics Self-efficacy, ACMOT=Achievement Motivation, ATTIT=Attitude toward Mathematics, BACKG=Mathematical Background Knowledge, GROWTH-Growth Mindset 2 (α= p<0.001

### Table 2. Analysis Results of Standardized Direct Effects of Variable Structure of the Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DV</th>
<th>IV</th>
<th>MODEL A</th>
<th></th>
<th>MODEL B</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>β</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>95% CI</td>
<td>β</td>
<td>SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATH</td>
<td>ACMOT 0.154</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>(0.103-0.205)</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>1.179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAPT 0.617</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>(0.564-0.669)</td>
<td>0.799</td>
<td>0.437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MEFF 0.264</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>(0.210-0.318)</td>
<td>0.218</td>
<td>0.760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BACKG 0.192</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>(0.003-0.139)</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GROWTH -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.345</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACMOT</td>
<td>ATTIT 0.426</td>
<td>1.230</td>
<td>(0.343-0.509)</td>
<td>0.426</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MEFF 0.300</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>(0.208-0.393)</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MANT 0.142</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>(0.062-0.222)</td>
<td>0.142</td>
<td>0.094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BACKG 0.069</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>(0.003-0.139)</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTIT</td>
<td>BACKG 0.345</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>(0.282-0.426)</td>
<td>0.345</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCON</td>
<td>BACKG 0.244</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>(0.183-0.304)</td>
<td>0.488</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATTIT 0.574</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>(0.511-0.637)</td>
<td>0.574</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAPT</td>
<td>BACKG 0.315</td>
<td>0.879</td>
<td>(0.250-0.380)</td>
<td>0.315</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATTIT 0.195</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>(0.119-0.272)</td>
<td>0.499</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MEFF 0.355</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>(0.274-0.437)</td>
<td>0.355</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROWTH</td>
<td>BACKG 0.161</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>(0.087-0.256)</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATTIT 0.211</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>(0.122-0.301)</td>
<td>0.211</td>
<td>0.061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MEFF 0.367</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>(0.288-0.447)</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>0.117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ACMOT 0.131</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>(0.040-0.223)</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>0.057</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: MATH=Mathematics Achievement, MAPT=Mathematics Aptitude, MEFF=Mathematics Self-efficacy, ACMOT=Achievement Motivation, ATTIT=Attitude toward Mathematics, BACKG=Mathematical Background Knowledge, GROWTH-Growth Mindset 2 (α= p<0.001

Model Fit Indices: χ²=4.086, df=2, p-value=0.129, RMSEA=0.045, CFI=0.999, TLI=0.993
growth mindset, including path analysis separately still confirms that Model B is perfectly consistent with the empirical data. Importantly, it presents that growth mindset is the significant factor for the variable structure in the model according to incremental theory (79) and it describes the characteristics of growth mindset as a response to internal development, attempt to apply thought for encountering obstacles and looking at obstacles as lessons to develop new abilities. The students with growth mindset characteristics will have the view that teachers are essential learning resources. It increases the chances of personal development, courage to face challenges and be free from the fear of mistakes as a lesson for better learning. On the contrary, the students with a fix mindset tend to be more aware of proving their abilities in various situations, have an awareness of interaction with others in the form of being watched. Therefore, they are prudent of the consequences of actions that cause problems and failures. Consequently, it is not surprising that the causes of all variables in the model have a causal relationship in the positive direction with the whole growth mindset, and adding the growth mindset as part of the model will increase the clarification of the model's assumptions with the consistency of more realistic phenomenon. It can be concluded that the results of this research still confirm the causal relationship of previous findings, such as growth mindset was found to influence learning motivation, able to cope better with learning anxiety [46, 57], have learning motivation [80, 81, 5], recognize the ability to manage and solve problems [39, 6], have good self-planning and self-control [82, 83] as well as have effective lifelong learning abilities [48, 56]. The above reasons support that causal structure between variables is based on the research hypothesis.

**4. Conclusion and Discussion**

The significant findings can be concluded that the growth mindset is a variable playing a significant role in all variables in the model distinctively. The researcher has 3 discussion points about the findings:

First, the comparison of factors model influencing the MATH between model A and model B shows that the model that links the relationship of each factor with the MATH represents the direct effect of factors on growth mindset. Between model A and model B shows that the growth mindset is a variable playing a significant role in all variables. The researcher has found that BACKG has an effect on all variables.
in the model due to the evident effect for direct, indirect and total effects, especially MAPT, which found that BACKG→MAPT→MATH obtains \( \beta = 0.159 \) but BACKG is not an important variable to ACMOT. Considering BACKG→ACMOT’s effect, it is at the low level and ACMOT→MATH is also the same. The indirect effect does not differ from zero (\( \beta = 0.006 \)), indicating that ACMOT does not have a good interaction to explain MATH. ATTIT becomes the most important variable that affects ACMOT, showing that the mathematical background knowledge plays a vital role in the development of important learning features, specifically helping to strengthen basic math skills, and bring to the desired mathematical results while ATTIT will play a major role in the development of ACMOT and lead to better mathematical results. It is consistent with Kriegbaum et al. (12) who conducted longitudinal research, found that the background knowledge taught by teachers has a reciprocal effect on students' attitude, and leads to mathematical learning results and the findings also revealed that intrinsic motivation is not an important factor in describing mathematical learning results of 7th grade students.

ATTIT is another factor that plays an important role in other factors. Overall, ATTIT has no effect on MATH via the growth mindset. The indirect effect has no difference from zero but will begin to see the indirect effect clearly when considering the indirect effect of growth mindset with other factors, especially ATTIT→SEFF→MAPT→MATH –0.103 and ATTIT→MAPT→MATH –0.098, in line with previous research (84, 12, 19, 35) that have found a common relationship of attitude toward mathematics, self-efficacy, and learning attitude on mathematics learning outcome.

ATTIT does not influence GROWTH. The researchers found that the indirect effect of ATTIT through GROWTH to MATH is not different from zero which does not correspond to Nolder and Kadous (57) and Cooley and Larson (46) who pointed out the connection of these two factors. This may be due to 1) the researcher specifies the conceptual framework for the study of ATTIT's results without the direct effect on MATH, and 2) the review of relevant literature is not sufficient to conclude the direct connection of ATTIT on MATH, which linked with the use of growth mindset as a mediator. However, ATTIT remains a clear relationship with other factors as described. Therefore, the researcher still considers ATTIT to be a prominent factor and should continue to study the characteristics and roles clearly for future clarity.

Third, the results indicated that the growth mindset interacts with a set of independent variables in the form of a partial mediation, in which each variable has indirect effect via growth mindset to MATH with statistical significance. It is consistent with Wang et al. (64) who found the partial mediation between the causal relationships of grey matter structure on grit in late adolescence. Zander et al. (58) also found that growth mindset (measured by self-perceived popularity academic support network) plays a role of partial mediation from the actual popularity academic support network that was first measured to the 2nd measurement. It indicates that math learning results are caused by many factors from the students themselves (which is partly explained by the variable framework in the hypothesis model) friends group (85, 10, 40), family (1, 8), teachers (20, 86, 44) as well as the school context (34). Therefore, there are still many factors beyond the conceptual framework of research that can explain the causal relationship and may have the role of a mediator as a growth mindset. It can also be used to clearly explain the difference of direct effect values if more complex effect characteristics are proven, such as moderated mediation, mediated moderation, and multiple mediation analysis, etc. (63, 87). It is possible that if a statistical model is developed that can clearly explain and prove the relationships and roles of variables, it may find the roles of growth mindset more clearly.

Since this research is a quantitative research, it intends to prove the causal relationship between the variables unlike experimental research focusing on developing interventions and aims at changing the learning outcomes of learners, such as Limeri et al. (88) found that students with continuing struggle will have a tendency to develop towards Fixed Mindset traits, while students who are overcame struggle and never struggled tend to develop a high level of constant development in the manner of Growth Mindset through STEM education management. Yeager et al. (89) found information from meta-analysis that Growth Mindset intervention reduced self-perception according to Fix Mindset traits and led to students' development of Mathematics, Science, English, and Social Studies GPA. Moreover, Dowdy (90) revealed that the development of mindset with the Khan Academy mindset intervention resulted in a more positive correlation between mathematics motivation and mathematics achievement. Aforementioned research and findings supported that growth mindset does not affect learning outcomes solely, but academic ability also affects the development of the mindset, so the development of mindset inevitably contributes to the learning success of the learners.

The conclusion of this research is in accordance with the objectives and research hypothesis. The hypothesis model can explain the relationship structure of variables according to the research framework very well. The mathematical background knowledge is a fundamental factor in describing the structure of the factors that affect the results of mathematics learning. While aptitude in learning is the most directly influencing factor in mathematics learning, the attitude towards learning and self-efficacy has a slightly less indirect effect than the mathematical background. Moreover, the growth mindset influences mathematical learning and plays a partial mediation role between mathematical background knowledge, motivation for achievement, and learning.
aptitude on mathematics learning outcomes of all 3 factors. All 6 factors explain mutually the variance of mathematics learning results by 83.90%.

5. Suggestions

Based on this research, the researcher has 3 important suggestions for implementation: 1) teachers should have an awareness that the previous mathematical background knowledge is an important basis for the desired characteristics and results of mathematical learning. Establishing the necessary mathematical background clearly and precisely not only helps students develop their aptitude for learning to achieve mathematical learning results but also includes the emergence of learning characteristics that enhance learning more effectively, 2) Developing learners with growth mindset perception, teachers should design activities to develop their perceptions and develop learning aptitude. They may use an evaluation method with feedback reflection about strengths points and developing points. For example, research conducted by McClendon et al. (47), Smith et al. (45), and Truax (44), or in the case of primary or secondary school students, may design activities to increase awareness through games to challenge in chronological level and provide students the opportunity to apply strategic design by themselves, such as the research by Gummesson and Remedios (48) and O’Rourke et al. (49), will greatly improve the development of mathematical learning capabilities with the tendency of more success, 3) As the development of learners or research studies to explain the causal relationship of factors influencing the results of mathematics learning in the future indicates that even though the results of this research confirm the relation of variable sets in the model closely, there are still some interesting variables. Moreover, they can be used to explain the phenomena in the learning context of learners more distinctly from the dimension of the family, the teachers, and the educational institutions, which enlighten the learners having awareness and belief in their abilities, both in growth and fix mindset differently.
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Appendix 1. Descriptive Statistics of Fix and Growth Mindset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Fix Mindset (n-133)</th>
<th>Growth Mindset (n-381)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BACKG</td>
<td>Min. 1.000 Max. 4.000</td>
<td>Mean 2.553 SD 0.666 Sk -0.149 Kur 0.483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTIT</td>
<td>Min. 2.670 Max. 4.420</td>
<td>Mean 3.561 SD 0.368 Sk -0.082 Kur 0.376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEFF</td>
<td>Min. 2.470 Max. 4.230</td>
<td>Mean 3.584 SD 0.314 Sk -0.314 Kur 0.110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAPT</td>
<td>Min. 0.120 Max. 0.780</td>
<td>Mean 0.347 SD 0.105 Sk 1.269 Kur 3.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACMOT</td>
<td>Min. 2.300 Max. 4.500</td>
<td>Mean 3.546 SD 0.360 Sk 0.052 Kur 0.661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATH</td>
<td>Min. 6.400 Max. 76.000</td>
<td>Mean 23.523 SD 9.545 Sk 2.376 Kur 10.164</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: MATH-Mathematics Achievement, MAPT-Mathematics Aptitude, MEFF-Mathematics Self-efficacy, ACMOT-Achievement Motivation, ATTIT-Attitude toward Mathematics, BACKG-Mathematical Background Knowledge.
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